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TOTE DAT BARGE - Typical freshmen of the Class of '69 are
seen imbued with Trinity tradition while carrying an unidentified
box for Rick Cat on i '67. Toils ended Friday night when the Frosh
won the American Ball gone.
Student Increase Matched
Faculty Adds 22 Instructors
Joining the faculty this fall are 22
new professors. They are:
Richard D. Barnes, assistantpro-
fessor of chemistry, who was a
graduate research assistant a
Iowa State, where he is working on
his Ph.D.
George W. Benz, instructor in
government, was on a National
Defense Fellowship from 1963-65,
and is working for his Doctorate at
Tufts.
"William E. Berry, instructor in
physical education, will serve also
as an assistant trainer.
Eugene J. Boyer, instructor in
mathematics, received a Wood-
row Wilson Fellowship in 1960-
61 and is now working on his
Ph.D. at Yale.
Wesley M. Brown, instructor in
philosophy, studied at the Uni-
versity of Paris on a Rotary Fel-
lowship and is presently working
on his Ph.D. at Harvard.
Frank M. Child ID, associate
professor of biology, received his
Ph.D. from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley and has taught
there and at the University of
Chicago.
Steven J. Cool, instructor in
psychology, was graduated from
Trinity in 1962.
James W. Gardner Jr., assistant
professor of English Is working
on his Ph.D. at the University of
North Carolina.
Arthur B. Gilcreast, instructor
in physical education, was varsity
crew coach at Yale, where he is
now working on his Ph.D.
Baird Hastings, lecturer in
Music, was awarded a. Fulbrlght
Fellowship to France in 1949-50
and has been a guest conductor of
the Chamber Players here.
Ronald J. Lee, assistant pro-
fessor of English, went to Oxford
on a Rhodes scholarship and is
working for his doctorate at Stan-
Mo Stone -Unturned
Mauch Restores Cemetery
Dr. Theodore M. Mauch, associate professor of reli-
gion, has uncovered and cleared a century old ceme-
tery on Cape Cod this summer, virtually by himself.
Dr. Mauch came across the old cemetery inOrleanSj
Mass, during spring vacation last year and returned
to take up his summer project. The Mauch home is
within a mile of the cemetery.
For his work Dr. Mauch was awarded one of the
new Good Citizen Awards from the selectmen of
Orleans. He was awarded the citation on Aug. 6 and
was the only recipient not a year-round resident of
Orleans.
With little help during the summer, Dr. Mauch
slowly cleared out the clogged growth and cleaned
many plots. He also seeded some areas, built,
paths and a low stone wall and provided a bird
bath which draws "occasional silver offerings."
Another invitation to passers-by is the bucksaw
and heap of wood cleared from the area. The
sawed-up firewood is sold to provide a fund for
keeping up the cemetery. Up to two weeks ago
$145 had been raised.
For part of the summer there was more permanent
help. Tony Butler, son of John F. Butler, Director
of Placement, helped during1 the last few weeks of
the summer. A woman from the Columbia Graduate
School also did much work over the summer.
There is still some work to be done. Most of the
area has been cleared, but a partly concealed head-
stone shows that an entire area is still be uncovered.
Dr.. Mauch plans to make the 190 - mile trip on
weekends this fall to continue the work.
The community has recognized his project as a
great service as shown by the citizenship award
and coverage In the local newspaper, The Cape
Codder. An article in that paper said, "In his
quiet way, Bible-teacher Mauch (his father is
the Rev. W. G. Mauch) is making a contribution
to Orleans and the Cape that would be hard to
measure in pragmatic terms.
"In aesthetic terms it is substantial.
"But in what It is doing to the residents, who
stop and chat, take a ten minute turn at the saw,
or volunteer services, the Ted Mauch project is
public service of a very high order,"
ford.
James C. Loughlln, assistant
professor of economics, was an
instructor In economics at the
University of Connecticut.
Don 'A, Mattson, assistant pro-
fessor o1 mathematics, was a
Woodrow Wilson Fellow at the
University of Wisconsin.
Michael E, McCormick, assistant
professor of engineering, is work-
ing on his Ph.D. at Catholic Uni-
versity, where he has taught. He
has also worked as a research
physicist and research engineer.
Clyde D. McKee, Jr. assistant
professor of government, was a
training co - ordlnator in the
Foreign Administrators Training
Program last year.
Constantine Mlchalopoulos, in -
structor in economics, is a native
of Athens, Greece and ispresently
working on his Ph.D. at Columbia.
Donald G. Miller, assistant pro-
fessor of physical education, was
assistant football coach at Am -
herst for the past six years. '"-->
Richard D. Pollack, instructor
in mathematics, received his Mas-
te r ' s degree from Yale.
(Continued on Page 8)
Record Class
Enters Trinity,
104 Have Aid
Men from 33 states, the District
of Columbia and seven foreign
countries comprise the Class of
1969, according to Thomas Mc-
Kune, assistant director of ad-
missions.
Mr. McKune revealed that 40
per cent hall from New England,
33.6 per cent from the Middle-
Atlantic states, 20.3 per centfrom
the Mid and Far West, 3.8 per
cent from the South, and 1.9 per
cent Jrom foreign countries.
As Is always the case, Connecti-
cut supplied a larger number of
students than any other state,
Mr. McKune said 56.3 per cent
of the incoming freshmen attended
public high schools, while 43.7
per cent prepared at private
schools, A total of 70.1 per cent
Frosh ranked in the upper quarter
of their high school graduating
classes.
(Continued on Page 2)
Student Affairs
Committee Set
The faculty last June voted to
establish a Student Affairs Com-
mittee as one of its standing com-
mittees.
The action to replace the Com-
mittee on Student Organizations
With the Student Affairs Commit-
tee is intended, according to Chair-
man Robb N. Russell, "to provide
a forum In which all elements of
the college community may dis-
cuss new ideas and both old and
new problems In an open, candid
manner."
The committee was designed to
complement the Office of Student
Affairs. Mr, Russell noted that
formerly there were "no •work-
Ing relations between students and
faculty as abody, although student-
faculty relations are very good on
an individual to Individual basis."
The new committee, unlike the
Committee on Student Organiza-
tions, incorporates adminlstra -
tion, faculty and student members
in one body.
Permanent ex offlclo members
include the Dean, the Director of
Student' Affairs, the Dean of Stu-
dents, the Chaplain, the Treas-
urer (or Associate Comptroller),
the Director of Mather Hall and
the Director of the Austin Center.
The faculty has elected seven
of its number to serve on the
committee: Dr. Clarence ft Bar-
ber, Dr. Donald D. Hook, Mr,
Russell, Karl Kurth, l i . Col. Ger-
ald R. Marshall, Chester H.
McPhee and Dr. Thomas E. Wllley.
The seven student members will
Include the president of the Senate
or a Senator permanently dele-
gated by him, one member ol the
Medusa, one member elected from
the IFC, one member elected from
the FEC, the editor of the TRIN-
ITY TRIPOD and two additional
(Continued on Page 2)
Draft Officer to Speak Here
Colonel Emil Verrilli of the Se-
lective Service System will speak
here Tuesday. According to John
F. Butler, director of placement,
Colonel Verrilli will direct his
comments to "a very tender sub-
ject that has a lot of people wor-
ried around here: the college stu-
dent and the draft"
Mr. Butler said last week the •
colonel will spend about half an
hour on three main topics —the
system's operation, draft status
changes and deferments, and
branches of the military for which
students may wish to volunteer.
Following Ills talk at 7:45 p.m.
Verrilli will answer questions
from the audience.
w
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Comps Found Valuable
By Most Departments
Ebr the first time last May,
comprehensive examinations were
given to all seniors to determine
•whether they would be credited
with a major and be graduated.
Reaction to the exam among those
department chairmen questioned
was one of favorable acceptance.
For example, Dr. Murray S. Sted-
man, Jr., chairman of the depart-
ment of government, stated:
"The chief value of the compre-
hensives to Government majors
lay in the fact that this type of
examination forced the students to
integrate in meaningful patterns
the materials studied over a four-
year period. The experiment was
highly successful. The department
was pleased with the high level
of competence shown by Its ma-
jors."
Dr. Harold L. Dorwart, chairman
of the mathematics department,
expressed general satisfaction
with the procedure, although his
department plans to re-examine
the. .process and possibly make
changes in it.
Dr. Edmond LaB. Cherbonnier,
chairman of the religion depart-
ment, stated he is convinced the
comprehensive examinations will
do more than he had expected.
' He was, however, disappointed with
the test results of last year's
majors.
He ascribed a poor performance
in part to the great gap in under-
standing between the faculty and
students in the department. Ae~
cordlng to Dr. Cherbonnier, the
faculty took the exam more ser-
iously than did the students.
The aim of the test in this de-
partment is to have the students
apply, synthesize, and correlate,
rather than simply regurgitate,
he said.
"Several changes are planned in
the format of next year's compre-
henslves. A fourth-grading High
Pass, has been added to the three
used last year Honors, Pass and
Fail.
Also, the timing of the general
exams has been altered to leng-
then the interval between com-
prehensives and finals. Last year
comprehenslves were on May 20
and'21; this year they are sched-
uled for May 5 and 6.
Fresh,
(Continued from Page 1)
Some 1826 applications for the
Class of 1969 were received, Mr.
McKune added, of which approxi-
mately 600 were accepted. This
number has been narrowed down
to 333, the largest class In the
College's history.
SAT Scores of the newcomers
compare very favorably to those
of last year's class. The average
verbal score is much higher and
the math score about the same as
those of the present sophomores.
Of the 333 men in the Class of
1969, almost one-third, 104, are
receiving financial aid from the
College. The average aid stipend,
according to Mr. McKune, is be-
tween $1,200 and $1,250.
Fraternity Average Drops;
QED Places First at 7.8
According to figures released
recently by the College, the schol-
astic average of fraternity men
dropped last year to 6,919 from
6.509, while the average for in-
2 Administration
Promotions Made
Douglas L. Frost has been pro-
moted to associate director of
development and John S. Waggett
has been promoted to associate
director of admissions. Both ap-
pointments were effective July 1,
1965.
Mr. Frost, a native of Mount
Vernon, N.Y., and a graduate of
Pelham (N.Y.) High School, Is a
1959 graduate of Trinity. He re-
ceived an M.A. from Yale in 1960,
where he studied as a Brinton
Fellow.
He joined the administration as
assistant director of development
in September 1960. Under his su-
pervision, the Parents' Fund and
Alumni Fund have established
Trinity records in both partici-
pation and total gifts, and the
Alumni Fund has received nation-
al awards in three of the past
five years.
Mrs. Waggett, a native of Mex-
ico, Mo., is a graduate of Mex-
ico High School and a 1963 grad-
uate of Trinity, He became as-
sistant director of admissions fol-
lowing graduation.
Senate Plans
Hours Proposal
A permanent extension of dor-
mitory hours for women guests on
weekends is planned to be one of
the projects taken up at the first
meeting of the Senate Monday night.
Other areas which the Senate will
immediately deal with are the or-
ganization of a Senate-sponsored
lecture series, an undergraduate
academic evaluation, as well as
the continuing consideration of the
new regulations system.
Other Immediate considerations
of the Senate include the super-
vision of FEC elections and the
checking of cars for seatbelts
and registration.
dependents rose from 6,128 to
6.650. ,
Ranking first among the frater-
nities was Q.E.D., which has held
this honor continuously since 1959
with an average of 7.815. Second
and third were Alpha Chi Rho
and Pi Kappa Alpha with 7.394
and 7.330 respectively.
In descending rank after the top
three were Theta Xi, Delta Phi,
Phi Kappa Psi, Delta Psi, Sigma
Nu, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Alpha
Delta Phi and Psi Upsilon.
Only five fraternities exceeded
the all college average of 7.049,
and six exceeded the all fraternity
average of 6.919. Brownell Club
with an average of 7.477 out-
averaged all fraternities with the
exception of first-place Q.E.D.
Delta Phi, Sigma Nu, and Alpha
Delta Phi were the only frater-
nities whose second semester av-
erages were higher than their
first semester averages.
As in the past the composite fra-
ternity average was higher than
that of independent students.
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Athletic Fields to Be Relocated
For New Phys Ed Center Site
S.C.-B Men
Scattered
The 95 students, slated to move
into the newly erected South Camp-
us Dormitory B-section this
month, will have to wait until
Oct. 15 to assume their new res-
idences.
Three crippling strikes of car-
penters, shoet metal workers, and
plumbers were, according to Nor-
man Walker, director of Build-
ings and Grounds, the major fact-
ors In the delay.
As of registration this term, only
sections A and C are ready for
limited occupancy. The heating
system and hot water In these
sections, however, will not te
ready for use until Sept. 27.
No date has been set for the
total completion of the buildings.
Accommodations havo been pro-
vided on campus for the 95 des-
tined for Section B. The dorms
at Allen Placs and seabury have
been temporarily reopened during
this delay. Also, extra students
have been distributed throughout
two-and three-man rooms In Cook
and Jarvis,
Affairs
In preparation for the addition
of a gymnasium and physical ed-
ucation center in a few years,
the College is now planning to
expand and relocate its athletic
fields.
The new physical education cen-
ter will be located north of the
Field House and Trowbridge Pool
and will cover portions of the
existing freshman baseball dia-
mond and other practice fields.
The land north and south of the
varsity soccer field will be level-
led and ultimately provide two
soccer and lacrosse fields. The
student gate to the varsity foot-
ball field now north of the press
box will be relocated to the south
of the press box nearer the score-
board.
A baseball field will be con-
structed south of the football field
with home plate near the south
fence dt the football field. The
right field line will extend south
towards the tennis courts. The
Dew Construction Company of East
Hartford is doing the relocation.
The new fields will be allowed
to settle and develop turf for a
year or two. By that time, the
College expects construction to
begin on the new gymnasium.
In addition to the fields, New
BEAT
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WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
Serving Trinity Students For 20 Years '
ORANGEJUIC£
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee '
99c
ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee
65c
l; BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 140
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CTHCKEN • \ ^ .
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS 95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1'fA
5. OPEN HOT ROASr BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1 2T
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS. APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 75c MORE—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEFS SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
'•in t .1
York landscape architects, Zlon
and Breen, are planning, the court-
yard of the new South Campus
Dormitory. To facilitate easy ac-
cess to all doors of the dor-
mitory quadrangle, a large area
will be paved with banks and steps
punctuated by trees.
The Elton-Jones courtyard will
receive a cover of flagstone or
other hard-surface material. A
walk will lead from Elton - Jones
south to the new dormitory com-
plex.
• • • •
(Continued from Page 1)
student mombors chosen by the
committee.
The Impetus for formation of
SAC was a concern of tho faculty
about the problem of communica-
tion that existed among various
elements of the college community.
Mr. Russell Is "very optimistic"
about the future of SAC. If Imple-
mented effectively, lie says, SAC
can "provide the student body and
individual students with a direct
channel through which they may
express themselves to a faculty
as a whole."
519,95
Hand-Sewn
Genuine moccasin construction, smooth veal uppers,
fully leather lined, combination iust for snug heel,
double leather soles and leather heels with v-plates.
775 - Hand-antiqued chestnut brown veal.
775X - Polished black veal,
115 - Hand-antiqued saddle tan veal.
770 - As above except in hand-antiqued golden tan
Scotch grain.
740 - As shown above except in golden tan Scotch
grain with genuine crepe solas,
22 TRUM8ULL ST. — NEXT TO HENRY MILLER CO.
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:30
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New Society
Film Festival
Offers Variety
The recently-conceived Trinity
Film Society will present its first
Film Festival in the Goodwin The-
atre of the Austin Arts Center
this year. Ten movies have been
selected to meet a variety of stu-
dent desires, and each will be
shown twice.
As a bonus, an impressive list
of award-winning short subjects
has been gathered to accompany
the feature films. Each short will
precede the evening's attraction,
and all programs will be less
than two hours long.
Season tickets for the festival
may be purchased for $3.00 at
the Austin Arts Center Box Of-
fice 9 - 1 2 a.m. and 1-5 p.m.
No single admissions will be sold
at any performance. All seats
are unreserved.
The festival Will open with Rene
Clement's FORBIDDEN GAMES,
winner of the Grand Prize at the
Venice Film Festival in 1952.
The French film has Engllshtitles
and will be shown Sept. 25 and
26. The Canadian short, ROMANCE
OF TRANSPORTATION, an award
winner at Cannes and Edinburgh,
will also be shown.
The rest of the program will
follow monthly: October, THE
DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER,
United States, 1941, and THE
LOVES OF FRANISTAN, an ex-
perimental film satire; Novem
ber, POTEMKIN, Russian, 1925
(Silent) ;December, TWENTIETH
CENTURY, United States, 1934,
and THE GOLDEN FISH, Critics
International Winner at Cannes
and United States Academy A -
ward.
January, UMBERTO D, directed
by Vittorio de Sica, In Italian
with English titles, 1951, and
MADELINE, a United Press Assn.
Cartoon; February, M, German
6Aria da Capo9 Farce
Captures Man9s Plight
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS, rhythm and blues stylists, wil l sing
"You've Lost That Loving Feeling," "Unchained Melody," and
many more hits Oct. ] , at 6:15 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. at Bushnell
Auditorium •
-5 Heavy Theater Schedule Set
Criticism
with English titles, 1931, and
MOONBIRD, Academy Award Win-
ner and Best cartoon at the Venice
Film Festival; March, THE STARS
LOOK DOWN, British, 1939, and
SKELETON DANCE, the first Walt
Disney "Silly Symphony" with
Saint ~ Saens "Danse Macabre,"
1929, also March, WHAT PRICE
GLORY?, United States 1927 (Si-
lent).
April, THE ISLAND, Japanese
with English titles, 1961, and
NOTHING BUT NERVES,a hum -
orous short with Robert Bench-
ley; May, LUCKY JIM, British,
1958, and A VISIT TO PICASSO,
Grand Prize Venice Film Festi-
val.
IN TOWN
THE SOUND OF MUSIC:
Julie Andrews and the Aus-
trian Alps excel in the Robert
Wise production of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's sentimental
tale of the von Trapp family
singers.
Mark Twain Masquers
The Mark Twain Masquers will
spotlight some of America's most
outstanding contexaporary. Play -
wrights in this their 33rd season.
The Masquers will present a slate
of five plays in the 300-seat the-
atre of the Avery Memorial at
the Wadsworth Atheneum.
The group of four dramas and
one musical have all been re-
cently produced on or off-Broad-
way. Discount tickets by be pur-
chased only through season tick-
ets. Information may be obtained
from the Masquer Studio.
Each production is given six
performances, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday evenings of two con-
secutive weeks.
The season opens on Oct. 7 with
Sumner Arthur Long's farce, NEV-
ER TOO LATE. The comedy de-
velops around the situation of a
middle-aged married man who
suddenly learns he is to become a
father again.
The schedule is : Frank Gllroy,
whose Pulitzer prize-winning" The
Subject Was Roses" is currently
on Broadway with a tale of army
buddies, WHO'LL SAVE THE
P LOWBOY, beginning Dec. 2; Jan-
uary and February, THE TYPISTS
and THE TIGER, by Murray Schis-
gal, author of the current LUV;
the Tennessee Williams' classic,
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE,
March 24 and the sentimental mu-
sical SHE LOVES ME, book by
Joe Masteroff, music by Jerry
Bock, and lyrics by Sheldon Har-
nick, May 26.
Hartford Stage
Hartford's resident professional
theatre, the Hartford Stage Corn-
pnay, will again present a pro-
gram of eight significant plays.
The bill will be shown at the
Kinsley St. Theatre in Constitu-
tion Plaza. Special student dis-
count rates can be purchased for
season tickets or individual per-
formances.
The initial performance will spot-
light Tennessee William's sensa-
tional story of Maggie the Cat
With CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF,
running from Oct. 22 - Nov. 14,
The Stage Company will then
turn to diverse literary styles as
it presents Moliere's TARTU FFE,
Nov. 19 ~ Dec. 12; George Bernard
Shaw's MAJOR BARBARA, Dec.
17 - Jan. 9; Henrik Ibsen's clas-
sic, GHOSTS, Jan. 14 - Feb. 6,
and Oscar Wilde's THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF BEING ERNEST, Feb.
11 - March 6.
Existentialist thought will be rep-
resented on the Kinsley St. stage
with Jean Genet's story of reality
and illusion, THE BALCONY, from
March 11 - April 3, and closely
followed by Edward Allbee's pow-
effuldrama,WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?, April 8 -
May 1.
Following last season's lead, the
year will close with a production of
one of Shakespeare's plays,
TWELFTH NIGHT which will be
produced May 6 to May 29.
by John Wodatch
The Image Playhouse began the
campus theatrical season Sunday
night on a high note with Its pro-
duction of Edna St. Vincent Mil-
lay's ARIA DA CAPO. The brief
one-act play proved an impres-
sive highlight to the Chaplain's
evening in the Trinity Chapel.
The drama itself is generated
around the play withln-a playde-
vice and around the repetition of
two interludes, one tragic, the
other farcical. The structuring
of the play's cyclical nature can
be derived from the Da Capo, 'or
from the top' of the title. Coth-
urnus (representing the dignified,
yet stylized spirit of ancient t ra-
gedy) is the director of the two
sequences within the play and
places them in focus for the audi-
ence.
In relating the story of Corydon
and Thyrsis, two shepherds, Edna
St. Vincent Millay brushes over
_ the consequences of human mis-
trust and greed. The youthful rus-
tics, as a game, have built a wall
and vowed not to cross its bound-
aries. What follows is a break-
down In human relationships and
finally death.
The other sequence was a farce
spotlighting two colorfully -
dressed harlequins, Pierrot and
Columbine. Its ridiculousness pre-
sented a perfect contrast to the
tragedy of the shepherds and was
quite entertaining. In one speech
here, Millay neatly adds several
barbs at such favorite topics as
socialism and theater critics. The
scene's main function, however, is
to amuse.
Each of these scenes slightly
altered is presented again, thus
giving the circular idea. The focal
point of these repetitions was the
retelling of the shepherd's tale in
classical dance form. Under the
skillful direction and arrange -
ment of Joseph Albano (a Trinity
graduate), Craig and Merwin Smith
drew hearty applause. CraigSmlth
as Corydon was most graceful
and emphatic in his movements
and particularly well-poised.
The total production was put
across flawlessly in the make-
shift but intimate theater in the
rear of the Chapel, The acting
performances were Indeed up to
the established quality of the Image
Playhouse. It was a relief to dis-
cover that the diction difficulties
experienced last year in Image's
presentation of Sartre's NO EXIT
were corrected by Mill! Silvestrl,
the voice and diction director.
In -Introducing the play, the Rev..
Alan Tull announced the evening's
VISIT!
FRIENDLY IGE CREAM SHOP
at Maple Avo. & Broad Street
Featuring the Finest
in Sandwiches & tee Cream
BIG BEEF
50c
AWFUL AWFUL
36c
DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED
No Competition. To service and set up new ac-
counts i
by fast
coating
exterior
type of
plied to
n exclusive territory. Investment secured
moving inventory of amazing plastic
used on all types of surfaces interior or
Eliminates waxing when applied to any
floor. Eliminates all painting when ap-
wood, metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment-$5UU
Maximum lnvestment-$12,000
For details write or cal l :
Phone: 314 AX-1-1500
Merchandising Division •
P. 0. Box 66
St. Ann, Missouri 63074 . ,
production was an experiment. The
experiment proved the physical
limitations of the Chapel can be
minimized and the audience's re-
action emphasized the success of
the venture. It is hoped that many
more, equally fruitful, drama pro-
grams will be arranged by the
chaplain for the near future.
IN TOWN
FILMS
CASANOVA 70: Mastrotanni
romps through numerous iove
affairs and exclusive Euro-
pean resorts in a hilarious re-
versal of the Casanova love
theme. (Rivoli)
THE COLLECTOR: Wil-
liam Wyler extracts power-
ful performances from Saman-
tha Eggar and Terence Stamp
in a suspenseful tale set in
the lush English countryside.
(Burnside)
MY FAIR LADY: Hollywood's
best film of 1965, although
stagey, sports an effortless
performance by Rex Harrison
and the visual opulence of
Cecil Beaton. (Cine-Webb)
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Mads in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1965 ~
Dear Frosh .
So what if you get drunk?
So what if you "borrow" your roommate's sweater and
forget to return it next spring?
So what if you happen to notice the answer to question
3 is true, not false ? •
So what if. you've agreed to be vice-president of some
. club and neither you nor the president shows at a meeting?
• So what if you find yourself mooning at Smith every
weekend?
So what if your adviser is nothing more than a name
oil a piece of paper.
So what if you never take a walk through the North
End?
So what if you forget to write home before Thanks-
Sub- Standard
To the Editor;
The College is to be. commended
on the design of the new dormitory
complex. It incorporates all the
features suggested two years ago
by a committee that surveyed the
desires of Trinity students in re-
gard to dormitory facilities.
Unfortunately, the College has
seen fit to ignore another sug~
gestion of the same committee;
viz.,the renovation of Jones Hall
so as to make it a relatively decent
place for human habitation. While
it may be necessary to accept
the lamentable esthetic character
of this building as unremediable,
many of the present sub-standard
living conditions could be elimina-
nK?
So what if your best friend suggests his cigarette will
banish worry about tomorrow's exam.
So what if you simply think Viet Nam may once have
been a nice place to visit?
, So what if Yale's library has a wonderfully obscure,
privately printed pamphlet which would make a terrific
history paper?
So what?
Perhaps you'll know in four years.
Budget Blues
" On the heels of an enlarg-ed freshman class, approxi-
mately 70 students larger than normal, two interrelated
budget problems become evident. There are an increase in
the revenue of the General Fee and the size of the Tripod
budget.
In the first case, one finds that this year more than
$10,000 additional was realized by the $150 General Fee,
"which' the- latea^-GolUMSeUlulktin^^^
t i t i
ted or ameliorated. The long, noisy
corridors could be shortened by
the erection of barriers in the
middle of each floor (these bar-
riers should include doors for
use in case of fire.) Much of the
noise could be eliminated by the
installation of sound-absorbent
tile. Most Important to the cor-
rection of the present intolerable
conditions is the elimination of the
present over-crowding by the con-
version of the Jones "doubles" Into
singles for which use, if one Judges
by their size, they must have been
originally intended.
Should the administration protest
that it does not have nearly enough
room space for students to give up
any of the existing facilities, no
matter how inadequate; let the stu-
dents demand why, this belns tlio
case, the student rooms In .Sfta-
bury Towers wore usurped fur use
as administrative and faculty of-
fices. (Might I obsurve the way of
OBITER DICTUM thu wliilo .lows
Hall offers sub-standard living
accommodations, It mlijlit offer
fine office facilities,
1 am sure that norus of its resi-
dents would objoet to oxchuni'ini'
rooms with the prcvsent occupants
of Seabury Towors.) In any uvont,
I hope there will bo a vigorous
and continued protestation on tliti
part of the students and alumni
against the "theft of Soaluiry,"
It is a serious mvcroaetuiunit on
the desirable options- upon to stu-
dents llvtnc; on campus.
KKN AI.DltfOH '(;.*)
'Then It Will Be Your Turn
To Give That Mighty Shout
the operation of the Student Center, student organizations
and publications, student accident and sickness insurance,
vocational tests, laboratory fees, and admission to athletic
events."
:; The Senate budget this year apparently totals $26,338
as opposed to $25,788 last year, an increase of $550. What
happened to the rest of the extra General Fee?
.-'
 : •: In the bast, the percentage of what the College allo-
cated the Senate from the General Fees collected was about
16 per cent. It stands to reason, then, that for the sake of
consistency, the Treasurer's Office this year should have
allocated at least an additional $1,600, "at least" because
the College no longer administers vocational tests to all in-
coming freshmen. These tests, last given two years ago,
had cost hundreds of dollars.
: : When asked about these discrepancies, the Treasurer's
Office pointed to the hiring of a College Counselor, extended
medical insurance, plans to hire a registered nurse and
..other improvements, all of which do not satisfactorily ac-
count for benefits to students expected from the Fee.
,. Perhaps there is a sound explanation for this money
lost to the student body. If there is, students should be
told.
* * *
Now to the Tripod budget. Perhaps it is a "dirty
:laundry""situation to discuss such a matter in these col-
umns, but other means have failed to show progress.
Last year this newspaper, received $4;115 from the
Senate and this year, ?4,300. The Tripod has the largest
budget of any extracurricular activity and raises a sizable
sum by advertisements and subscriptions.
•.••;,•. •••' : But this total is not .enough foi- the publication of any
adequate newspaper all year.^What the Senate has failed to
•recognize is that the school is expanding, and so must the
newspaper. Last year, for.example, saw the publication of
more 12-page editions than formerly as well as the first
16-page issue in Tripod history. Prospects for this year
call for still more. ,
' ' It is particularly difficult.to accept quietly the Senate
• allocation to the Tripod, considering the $6,500 the Ivy
receives with a total budget at least $$2,000 less than the
Tripod's. One wonders just how the Senate decided the Ivy
should receive more money. Certainly the services the Tri-
pod; renders are equal to those rendered by the Ivy,
.,, In addition, subscriptions to the Tripod are $6.50 each,
well over $6,500 for the student body, and the newspaper
staff :is, at least twipe the size of the yearbook staff. Thus
the budget gives twice as many students the opportunity
to work on a publication.
;;. The point of this editorial is not to denegrate the Ivy,
but rather-to note the Tripod h-as not received its fair allot-
ment :from. the Senate. It is merely consistency and logic
that is asked. ,
; .' The Tripod is growing, and the Senate must help.
by Geoffrey Walton
It occurred to me that some
freshmen might find it useful to
read the opinions and conclusions
one other student has formed
concerning education and Trinity.
Of the previous three years • I
spent two here, the third working
and traveling to San Francisco •
and back. I divided that time
equally between doing what I
should, and what I wanted. Still,
sometimes the two coincided.
The reason I left is quite plain
in the last semester's marks, so
I offer no outstanding academic
credentials to support what fol-
lows. A judgment of whether it
is just or unfair ^ should therefore
be based on the sentences them-
selves.
This week has been the first
of eight semesters of similar
weeks for your class of 1969.
During those semesters you will
hear many rumors, funny stories,
actual facts and outright lies
about the college to which you liave
hitched your wagon, Suitcase col-
lege, playboy school, greatest
place in the world, founded 1823,
good teachers, not enough money,
too much, fraternities dying out,
fraternities coming back, and so
on. You will hear an occasional
upperclassman mention the UN-
DERGRADUATE EVALUATION of
1962.
BY COMPARING the chapel's
rose window with any other in
the country you will come to under-
stand how beautiful it really is.
And if you compare the recent
buildings here with those at the
University of Hartford, you will
see how Inferior their architec-
ture Is.
Whatever your religion, some-
one here will be able to argue his
way (and maybe your way) around
it. Whatever your favorite field
of study or your career dreams,
at times you will consider chang-
ing them — often you will.
If you happen to read DEMO-
CRACY IN AMERICA you will
notice Tocquevllle's comment, "It
Is by the mandates relating to
public education that the original
character of American civiliza-
tion is at once placed In the
clearest .light." After thai he quotes
the preamble to Connecticut's own
CODE of laws written in 1050.
A lot has changed In Connecti-
cut since he wrote that book,
and many things are the same,
such as the poor soil and the
state's small size. However
slightly you are aware of It, the
land and the distant people around
you will Influence the ways you
act and think.
The Board of Trustees, the deans
and the faculty will Influence you
more. You have begun an experi-
ence from which many men have
emerged, centuries ago or last
June, shaken or reassured, with
new beliefs or none at all, over-
come with indecision or bloated
with self-confidence.
EVENTS AND ISSUES outside
Connecticut will catch your at-
tention and concern— a church
bombing, an anti-draft demonstra-
tion and court trial, a campus
LETTER POLICY
Letters to the editor are welcomed if writers 1) keep them
as short as possible, preferably under 500 words, 2) type on
standard size paper, 3) double, space, 4) submit them by
5 p.m. Friday and 5) sign them, although' names nay he
wilheld.
Better Luck,,
In the recollection of oldtimers on this campus, never
has a building been finished on time at Trinity.
Perhaps the Trustees should have remembered this
.small item when they made plans for a quarter of the
student body to room in the South Campus Dormitories a
year from groundbreaking.
However, as many letters from administrators this
summer note, there are certain, if not small, advantages.
For example, students who may never have met each other
are nor rooming together.
Fortunately, only about 100 students are inconvenienced
by temporary quarters as well as the many students whose
rooms they must occupy. An additional 150 travel to other
dormitories for hot water.
Regrettable as it is, possibly the blunder was unavoid-
able, and the results could have been much worse. The
product appears it will be well worth the wait.
At least it's not likely to happen again this year.
riot, a Viet Cons; ambush. Tint
starving and woalthy world of
fools, luu'ous ami womon will ^u
on around you, fnstM' tint! fsustw
it will soem, while you stay hore
and calmly prepare la tmttsr It.
Perhaps you arts wondtsrlm; why
you are here. Whom IN your pre-
sence here going to Ueneflt.and
how? You can find tlio essettco
of an answer in tlw meanings of
two words you will encounter of-
ten, "education" ami "tmlU;hti»n -
ment,"
The meaning of "to educate*"
comes from those of two Latin
verbs, EDUCARE, "to bring up a
child mentally or physically1* and
EDUCERE, "to lead out of."To
enlighten someone, on tat otter
hand Is to tiring htm into the
light. The darkiift.s.s of rotative
Ignorance, you will bo told, is
what you are toning l<sd out «'t
into the bright or glow of grmiter
knowledge.
OPINION
You may find that you ltave AS
much to learn about love and
friendship as about physics or
history. No matter who — or
whatever does tins leading - -
teacher, girlfriend, roommate or
yourself; book, piano, paintbrush
or pen — you will ex{terienc« the
surprise of learning completely
new Ideas, strango Ideas, ofmtMst-
ing completely new kinds of $H?O~
pie who also seem strung at
first.
WHEN YOU GRIPE that the Hassle
Requirements are stupid, write
one of those gripes down and put
It away. When you read It again
in 1992, you may softly chucfcl**:
how shortsighted you were In your
youthful Ignorance.
When it all comes to an end,
wl.en the bollermakers are drank,
the girls got (one way or another),
the friendships made, whan the
company or graduate school takes
you In, you will have experience, a
"broad, liberal arts education."
You will have acquired uncountable
bits and systems of knowledge.
But will you have learned, as nonw
long-dead Greeks thought yon
should, to know yourself? Whether
or not your approaching "higher*
learning will have htlped yon do
that, whether It is intended to,
whether it should and how it could
do the job better — only you vPl
know.
DON'T BE STINGY with your
opinions about that or anything
else. You will find thai the faculty,
the deans, the upperclas5men. and
nearly everyone else around her*,
are willing at least to hoar what
you have to say, to listen to your
(quiet; music, to look at >vnr
paintings, to read your poems.
(Continued on l'aye a,
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6The Eve of Destruction9
Dr. Robert M. Vogel, dean of
the College, gave the follow-
ing welcoming speech to h resh-
men last 1? ednesday.
Good afternoon, gentlemen, and on
behalf of the community that is
Trinity College, welcome. You
were selected from a number of ap-
plicants, and you accepted our in-
vitation. We are glad you are here.
The beginning of this brief ad-
dress, your introduction to Trinity,
will be unorthodox. I want you to
listen with me to a recording
with which I assume most of you
are familiar. It is currently ranked
number one by a local radio sta-
tion, and I suppose its popularity
in Hartford is not atypical. I ask
that you attend to this recording
seriously; out-of-place as It may
seem, It Is not being1 played to
ridicule you or your generation
or our taste in 1965. Here is the
record:
That song was written by a man
named Sloan, who Is not, I think,
to be confused with a member of
our Department of History by the
same name. It was sung by a man
named Maguire whose enunciation
leaves something to be desired ...
Better poetry, and a little harder
to take, is this pair of lines:
Killing I know and believe In.
Or do not believe in But prac-
tice.
And then one line later:
People. I cannot explain to.
Those three lines, published for
the first time about six weeks
ago, were written twenty years
earlier. They were written by a
hunter, but In the poem he was
speaking not of killing rabbits
or even tigers, but of killing men.
Dead himself now he remains,
correctly I fear, one of the few
authors of my generation whom
•yours does not consider inexcus-
ably "square."
ERNEST HEMINGWAY wrote
those lines in, of all things, a
love poem. Between combat mis-
sions he was flying with the Royal
Air Force he as trying to ex-
plain to Ms future wife and prob-
ably even more to himself, the
paradox of mass murder In an
allegedly civilized society.
Killing I know and believe In.
Or do not believe in
But practice.
People I cannot explain to.
Hemingway was 47 years old
when he wrote those lines and
he was bothered at age 47 by the
lack of orderliness In his world
and therefore in his mind. He
didn't believe in killing men, but
he was doing It. He was doing it
despite the anguish It caused him.
Mr. Sloan shares exactly Heming-
way's concern.
You don't believe In war
But what's that gun your totin'.
And from this he generalizes that'
the world Is coming to an end or
at least that life is not worth
Jiving — "we're on the eve of
destruction."
One problem, two men, two an-
swers.
THANK GOD THERE are Jews
in this room today, but had men
like Hemingway accepted Sloan's
destructive philosophy twenty
years ago, a philosophy now beam-
ed at you, there would be no Jews
In this room nor In this world. And
thank God there are Negroes in
this room today, and If the Jew
with white complexion had been
exterminated, what as a logical
next step would have been the
fate of those whose color marked
them as the antithesis of Aryan?
Neither in men nor in Ideas does
black or white exist. Hemingway
was bothered by this lack of order-
liness in the problems he had to
solve. Sloan is bothered by the
same lack of orderliness In the
problems facing him. Look at how
he tries to put the whole world Into
one neat package In the NON SE-
QUITUR to end them all.
Think of all the hate there is
in Red China,
Then take a look around to
Selma, Alabama.
If the pairing of those two lines
makes sense to you, the philosophy
department (which teaches logic)
is waiting for you, and your need
for a college education Is urgent.
EDUCATION CAN be defined as
an attempt to put things in order, to
classify, to categorize, to tidy up
an untidy world. But neither your
greatest efforts nor the efforts of
^****~&*kiJK&*m**^
*, .** •>.,
those who will teach you will pull
it off. For the next four years you
and your teachers are faced with a
labor greater than any Hercules
had to face. You must always as-
sume that the world can be put in
order, and you must try to put it
In order, while at the same time
you recognize that the complexi-
ties of the world are so great and
so numerous that they defy order.
The world has been spinning for a
long time, and every day problems
have been solved, but not solved
forever.
Colleges, which are entrusted
with the responsibility of being
seats of truth, and college students
whose obligation Is to seek the
truth, share the often unpleasant
but Inexcusable duty of epitomizing
idealism and of so living that they
lead the world toward the ideal.
You sit, 333 of you, in a hall
of one of the great colleges of
this world. In all of this world
a few thousand of your age are
accorded a similar privilege. And
as a consequence of that privilege
each one of those few thousands
Is burdened with a similar obliga-
tion. You are here by the faith
and sufferance of millions of your
fellow men who from this moment
on will look to you for example,
for guidance, for help. If you have
taken your education at this college
for granted, as somethingthatnat-
urally followed your graduation
from secondary school, wake up
quick. Trinity and you are re-
sponsible for moving this messy
world a little bit farther In the
direction of tidiness, a little closer
to the ideal. Work and torment are
the lot you have chosen.
Do not misunderstand then when
we ask you to be better than the
world around you. A college can
do no less nor can you.
THE INCIDENCE of alchollsm in-
creases day by day and so, too,
the per capita consumption of
alcohol. Your college, In a lonely
and exposed position last year,
had the courage to assert that It
was concerned about this trend
and about the flaunting of law which
was a part of It. Your college
asks you to be equally courageous
among YOUR peers .
In our society restrictions on.
sexual relations, which can only
be imposed by individuals on them- "
selves, are increasingly forgotten
or Ignored or abandoned. But we
suggest to you that no one has
discovered a substitute for the
family, for love and trust, and
we submit that sexual anarchy
cannot but lead to the suicide of
society Itself. Presumably you will
be influential In society.
Cheating on the income tax, on
speed laws, on identification Is
accepted by much of the popula-
tion as normal. We expect you not
to cheat.
Manners, we are told, were some-
thing that died with Queen Victoria
and certainly It is convenient
to forget about them. But consider
for a moment what a world, or
a nation, or a city, or a college,
or a home without manners would
be. We assume you, gentlemen,
will be gentlemen.
Religion, they say, is dying. If
your education in college fails to
impress you with the paradox of
your significance "and your insig-
nificance you will have wasted four •
years.
ALL THESE, on which we suggest
you practice for a start, are super-
ficially simple problems, but their
seeming simplicity is a deception.
Problems we don't know much
about always seem simple of'
solution, right and wrong, good
and bad, black and white seem
obvious.
And in the end the best solu-
tion to a problem is usually a '
simple solution, but to assume
that the simplicity apparent when
first a problem is discerned will
be Identical with the simple solu-
tion will lead to folly..
We hope that the next four years ,
will make you Impatient and dis-
satisfied with superficial analysis,
with hasty assumptions, with glib
pronouncements. We hope you will
learn that appearances of right and
wrong, good and bad, black and
white are misleading and Illusory,
What seem to be the simplest
problems are frequently the most
complex. And betweenthe apparent
simplicity at the beginning and the
necessary simplicity of solution,
there must take place a wrestling
with complexities and a searching
of mind and soul that mark the
educated man.
BASIC TO ALL this is our hope
that your college education will
reinforce your love of mankind,
your reverence for the life we
have been given. Yet you may be
• called upon to destroy life, to kill
In some far off jungle to preserve'
for one more day or year or
generation the chance to struggle
again for the safety of the gen-
eration beyond that. And like Hem-
ingway you will be tormented.
But take heart. It lias been en-
dured by others before you. And
their torment made it possible
for us to be here today, Thstr
torment even insured the trivial
freedom which made It permls-
sable for Mr. Sloan to write "The
Eve of Destruction" for us to listen
to It. And their torment has enabled
this Independent college to open Its
doorsjo you. _
In a world none of us made but
which is entrusted to each of us -
in confusion which Is everlasting
but which we must assume is
finite - in civilization which Is
as often as not uncivilized - here
you must live and help others to
live. This "Crazy World" has been
* on the eve of destruction" since
Its beginning, but this is an eve
on which darkness never quite
falls.
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Cave Raises
Price of Food,
Chips Chucked
Nickel or dime changes were made
in many food prices in the Cave
this summer. George Koenig, man-
ager of the Saga Food Service,
said prices were still competitive
•with eating places near campus.
Last year was Saga's first on
campus and most of their pre-
decessor's prices were maintained
or even cut, Dean Kelsey, asso-
ciate comptroller, said, Price
changes went into effect at the
start of the summer term with
the college's approval.
The prices of many sandwiches
were raised five cents, while roast
beef, pastrami, corned beef, turkey
-v and roast pork were lowered a di me
to sixty cents. Sandwich prices
raised by a nickel were B.L.T.
(to 45 cents); twlogna, salami, egg
and ham salad, grilled cheese
(all to 30 cents); and swiss cheese
• (to 35 cents).
There is now an extra charge
of two cents for take-out coffee.
The charge had originally been
five cents but was changed late
last week.
A nickel extra is now charged
for Gros singer rye or pumper-*
nickel bread. Mr. Koenig reported
this change was because of rising
cost.
Additional changes are a nickel
rise in the charge for lettuce and
tomato on sandwiches and the same
rise In the price of asparagus.
Pickles are offered with sand-
wiches Instead of potato chips
this year since many of the potato
chips were untouched in the past,
said Mr. Koenig.
In addition, the 85-cent meals
sometimes offered in the cave and
freshman dining hall have gone
a la carte, possibly adding a dime
to the cost of the meal if the
complete dinner Is'bought. •
College Average
-Reaches Peak
The 1964-65 average of Trinity
students passed the previous
year's average by almost one point.
Seniors led with an average of
"7.858, followed by juniors, 7.233;
sophomores, 6.466, and freshmen,
6.013.
Special students achieved an av-
erage of 7.458, while the fifth year
engineering students attained a
7.267 average.
In whole year averages, upper-
classmen led freshman 6.995 to
5.734. Resident students fell be-
hin non-residents with 6.627 as
compared to the non-resident av-
erage of 6.886. Married students
topped their unattached peers 7.018
to6.650.-
The fraternity average of 6.889
stood 0.520 higher than the inde-
pendents, including members of
the Brownell Club. .
In second semester grades, more
A's and B's, and less C's, D's and
F's were given than any Trinity
term of the past five years.
Math Department
Promotes Anderson
Dr. George A. Anderson has been
promoted to Assistant Professor
'•= of Mathematics, according to an
announcement made this summer
, by President Albert G. Jacobs.
Dr. Anderson, a native of New
Britain, Conn., and a graduate of
Newlngton High School, received
his bachelor of science degree
from Trinity In 1959 and was
-., elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He
received his M.A. and Ph.D.
Degrees, both from Yale, where
he studied under a Clarke Fel-
lowship.
Before joining the faculty as an
instructor in September 1964 he
^=had served a year as a consultant,
Research Division of United Air-
craft Corporation, and for a year
he was an acting instructor In
mathematics at Yale. His teaching
specialty Is Mathematical Stat-
istics.
Addict Seeks Cure
'Police Would Spot Me'
by R o c k w e l l W i l l i a m s
Seventh Ave. between 48th and
49th St. danced with freeloaders
In front of the discotheftue gush-
ing its Friday night merriment
onto the broad sidewalk with on-
leave sailors, marines, execu -
tlves, soldiers and their mid-
town counterparts, a streets -
sweeper still in his PublicWorks
uniform, darkglassed dope addicts
bent at the waist in their elastic
slouch—and the strapless-gowned
street-walkers.
The downbeat's glow sloped quiet-
wards to the nearly deserted side-
walk ten yards away, a 3 a.m.
hollowness, where she was lean-
Ing against a new steel blue Cata-
lina, facing the hood and rum-
maging for something in the tiny
white leather purse she was carry-
ing. Not very tight bluejeans, no
socks, two-tone, washed-plnk and,
grey sneakers - - white ruffled
blouse, clean but unlroned. Slim
build, no makeup except very
lightly on eyelids, light, brown
hair, curly but short and not set.
Thin, drawn, pale face, thin, pale,
taut lips.
Quiet sport clothes made me
feel less conspicuous as I half
leaned against the car, facing her
and noncommlttally said;
HI.
Hi.
Have you been inside?
No. (Tomb-like disinterest alien
to the atmosphere.) What's in
there?
Some guys on the sax and a
little girl jiggling.
:. •(She) Is i t a, name, combo?
I don't know. But look at the
crowd freeloading in front.
Yeah. Do you want to see me.
(With no upturned intonation, no
change in facial expression — in
fact, no facial expression,)
I'd like to ~ but I left my wal-
let at home. (True but not the
reason.)
Oh. (No voiced disappointment,
anger, or feeling at all.)
Where do you live? (She) • -
97 St. But I can't take you there.
I didn't mean that. (With the
slight tone that she would not
wish to "compromise me" thus.)
I have a room.
But I don't have the money.
(Pause) Are you on something?
Yeah. Stuff. (Near monotone, as
before.)
What?
Heroin. I think I better go see
if I can find something (a pros-
pect).
Good luck — goodbye.
For the next five minutes I
watched her casually from a
recessed show-window I pre-
tended to examine and saw her
turn down four prospects — a very
youthful looking sailor, a hulking
dandy and two middle-aged men
-who deliberately approached her.
Slowly I moved towards her again.
. again by the sleek Pontiac.)
What's the trouble, Mary? (No
reaction to my giving her anam&.)
They don't have enough money.
How much do you need?
Twenty.
Hooked? (addicted?)
Yeah.
How much?
A nickel ($5) bag lasts me eight
hours. ($15 a day, a small habit
even for her small body.)
How long you been on?
Three years.
Ever got caught?
You mean get sent to the House
of D? (Women's House of Deten-
tion).
Yeah, once.
What for?
Needle. (Possession of a hypoder-
mic needle without prescription is
illegal in NYC as in most areas.)
What'd they give you?
Three months.
What was it like? (Here she to-
tally Ignored two sailors who came
up to her. I asked her,)
Why?
The police would spot me a mile
away with a sailor. (The police
will arrest an apparent prosti-
tute at the very moment she be-
gins to walk with a man, even
If it Is he who accosts.)
What was the House of D like?
(No response.) Was there a lot
of crying and screaming Inside?
Just during a riot.
Kick it cold turkey? (Did you go
through 'withdrawal — an ex -
tremely painful process, particu-
larly for heroin — without any
medication?)
Yeah. (Prisons administer no
medication to apprehended addicts
during withdrawal.)
What was it like?
(Pause, flinch.) Lot of — pain.
After you kicked it did you think
of staying clean after getting out?
Yeah.
What kind of work did you used
to have? Secretary?
Waitress.
Why did you go back? (To nar-
cotics)
I got kinda depressed and ...
I'm surprised you're out looking
while you're still high.
(No answer. An indication that
Mary's routine was prostitution
to support her heroin habit rather
than narcotics use to make prosti-
tution bearable, as in the case of
many call girls.)
Do you think you'll have any
luck? (If I had been out looking1
for a pickup she certainly would
have been my last choice.)
Yeah. (Definite tone.)
What does a nickel bag cost
now?
Seven. (Slight panic on the streets
—H scarcity.)
Do you have to really know a
contact to get It or can you j u s t -
No, you gotta know someone.
(The first time she had inter-
rupted me, momentary sortie out
of her dreamworld passivity.)
Do you have a family?
No.
Live by yourself?
Yes.
Fix by yourself? (Inject the heroin
solution).
No, with someone olso.
How lorifj you boon out of school?
Five years.
Start with pot?
No I started out on lioroln.
Kicks or did you really want
It?
Kicks I fjuoss.
Do you think you'd like to kick
It now?
Yeah if I could without pain.
Heard of motliotlono? (An oral
medication which Is a neural
substitute for heroin but produces
neither addiction nor alter atfucts.)
Yeah, I heard they're using it
at Metropolitan Hospital ivow.
Well? (No answer), Thuy'd (jlvo
it to you at the hospital.
I can't go to the hospital.
Why?
The police tmves out two war-
(Continued on Pajjo II)
Capable of speeds better than 2,000 mph,
the YF-12A is the hottest aircraft around.
Now Maj. Walter F. Daniel, test pilot for the YF-12A,
answers your questions about the world's fastest
manned airplane and America's Aerospace Team.
(Maj, Daniel, a test pilot since 1954, is a member
of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots. He
received a B.S. degree in Aeronautical Engineering
from the University' of Oklahoma. In February
1962, he set world class time-to-climb records in a
T-38 jet trainer.)
Is (be YF-12A the world's fastest manned aircraft?
It certainly is. On May 1 of this year the YF-12A
(formerly known as the A-l l ) reclaimed the world
absolute speed record from the USSR. It was
clocked at 2,062 mph over Edwards Air Force Base.
How big is the YF-12A?
The exact dimensions of the YF-12A have not been
released yet. But it's approximately 100 feet long,
with about a 50-foot wingspan. That's half again
as big as our present interceptors!
Is the Air Force training many men
as pilots these days?
Yes, very definitely. In spite of all you hear about
unmanned vehicles, the human pilot is still very
much in the picture. As a matter of fact, the Air
Force pilot quota is on the increase"
What other kinds of jobs does the Air Force offer?
Since it's one of the world's foremost technological
organizations, the Air Force has plenty of openings
for scientists and engineers. There are also many
challenging and varied administrative-managerial
positions.
What do I have to do <o become
an Air Force officer?
Air Force ROTC is the best way to get started as an
Air Force officer. The new two-year Air Force
ROTC program makes this method available to
men who have already completed a year or two of
their college education, For college graduate*, if
you did not take advantage of ROTC. you can
still get started through Air Force Officer Training
School (OTS), a three-month course open to both
men and women.
Can I keep up my studies while
I'm in the Air Force?
The Air Forc-r encourages its men and women to
continue their educations. For instance, you may
qualify to study for a graduate degree during off-
duty hours, with the Air Force paying a substantial
part of the tuition.
What kind of future do I have in the Air Force?
A bright one. As we move further into the Aero-
space Age, the Air Force is going so grow even
more important. And you can grow with it!
United States Air Force,
Hq USAF,
Dept. SCP-59
Box A, Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information on
D Air Force ROTC Q Air Force OTS,
Name
Address....
City __.„ .
*1
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Rissell to Anchor
Soph-Laden Squad;
Jessee Optimistic
by Mike Weinberg
On paper the skies appear rather
grey for Trinity Football. But sta-
tistics do not tell the entire story.
To talk to Coach Dan Jessee or
to any of the players, one gets
an underlying feeling of enthusiasm
for the coming season. Early prac-
tices indicate a team that has a
bit more quality than any squad
in recent years, but more Import-
ant, the players are showing a
tremendous desire to Improve and
to win.
The team possesses good speed
and several fine linemen, but basi-
cally it lacks true football exper-
ience. Three quarters of the squad
(25 out of 39 are sophomores) and
though most of them are good
football players, they are rather
green.
This situation has forced Coach
Jessee to Implement a wide open
offense. The football for this fall,
consequently, should be "Interest-
Ing to watch," if nothing else.
The nucleus of any college team
is the returning lettermen, and
this year the Bantams have only a
scratch force. Captain and quar-
terback Rich Rissell will be back
to call the signals, and junior
halfbacks Tom Sanders, Mike Cur-
cio and Dave Ward, as well as
fullback Joe Hourihan round out
the returning- backfield.
Rissell gained plenty of combat
time last season subbing for the
Injured Merrill Yavinsky, and
among the three halfbacks, only
Sanders has seen much action.
Ward, the heavyweight of the group
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at 155, and Curclo were used only
sparingly.
To fill the halfback holes, soph-
omore Lawrence Roberts, Bruce
Greene, Joe McKeigne and Doug
Morrlll are expected to battle it
out. Roberts (180 lbs.) and Greene
(175 lbs.) are the heaviest of the
group, while Morrlll is the speed
demon, running the hundred in 9.9
seconds.
Hourihan has played behind Dee
Kolewe for the past two seasons
and should get a shot at the start-
Ing job this fall. Soph Bob Helm-
gartner Is showing great improve-
ment and should take some of the
pressure off of Joe. Mike Dawes
and John Stites will be ready to
give their assistance.
Through graduations and other
misfortunes, the entire interior
line with the exception of Howie
Wrzosek has been lost. The same
is true of the ends, where only
BUI Glsh, a senior returning after
a year's absence, has had only
limited experience, but should de-
velop into a good receiver.
Only at the tackle slots does Coach
Jessee have a pair of sure start-
ers. Larry Kessler and Doug Ja-
cobs are a couple of junior block-
busters who are expected to play
sixty minutes of rugged football.
Kessler has been termed one of the
finest tacklers In Bantam history,
Jacobs will be called upon to open
many holes through the enemy de-
fense.
Beside Kessler and Jacobs, the
defensive unit will be anchored"
by veterans Nick Edwards and Jeff
Fox, both safetymen. Sophomore
Mike Cancelllere is expected to
help If he can stay healthy, but
the bulk of the work falls on the
shoulders of the remaining soph-
omores.
With the return of two platoon
football, the coaches can be more
flexible in juggling their players.
Jessee plans to go as far as he
can with two units, but the more
experienced boys will be forced
to go both ways.
The 1965 edition of the Bantams
is a young, fast club that will not
roll over and play dead. They may
not win many games, but they will
sure have fun trying.
Perhaps they should be call "The
Mets."
CAPTAIN & COACH-Team captain Rick Rissel, 160 Ib. Bantam quarterback, shares a moment
of silence with Coach Dan Jessee in anticipation of Saturday's game with Williams. Rissei, a
senior, completed 30 passes in 73 attempts iast season. Coach Jessee, now entering his 34th
season as Trinity's head coach has won 140 games, lost 70 and tied 7.
Sports of The Times
Eotnus Metro poll
(The following article by Leo-
nard Koppell appeared in the
Aug. IL 1965, edition of the
New York Times, which gave
permission for reprinting.)
Among the banners carried by
that apparently endless stream of
Metophlles at Shea Stadium last
Sunday was one that read; "Et
tu, Wes?". In another part of the
procession was the Latin version
of "Let's Go Mets," the "Eamus
Metropoli" sign first seen at the
Polo Grounds two years ago and
now classic. And, of course, the
THE BOSSES-Dean of America's football coaches, Dan Jessee (left) relaxes with his staff
during an early season practice. Along with Jessee are Karl Kurth, Don Miller, and Chet McPhee
and Harold Donnell.y.
Bantams, Ephmen to Clash on Saturday
With memories of last year's 7-1
season and nineteen returning let-
termen, the Williams football
squad will seek Its second straight
win over Trinity in the fall's first
game this Saturday at Williams.
The Ephmen white-washed the
Bantams, 21-0, last year to open
a season which went seven straight
victories before falling to also un-
defeated Amherst in the final con-
test.
Last fall's victory pushed Wil-
liams' record to twelve wins as
opposed to Trinity's eleven In the
series which began in 1884. (Pos-
sibly this fact is best left In the
dusty records, but that first con-
test, eighty one years ago, went
to Williams, 51-0). There have
been no ties.
Williams Coach Frank Navarro
must find men to fill the large
backfield hole left by Jim Leltz,
Jerry Jones and Ken Watson.
An odd quirk from the record
book shows that for the last six
years every Trinity-Williams
football victory was snatched by
the visiting team. Trinity would
win at Williams; then Williams
would win at Trinity, and so forth.
Last fall the Ephmen were here
for their victory. It 's the Bantams
turn now...and Trinity Is a great
school for traditions,
by Leonard Koppett
grand prize winner was only one
of several versions of a para-
phrase of the same line from
Pope: "To error is human, to
forgive Is a Met fan."
It was perfectly obvious, there-
fore, that Met fans were steeped
in literary allusions, and this fact
was not lost upon the group watch-
Ing the proceedings on their
three-dimensional, full-color,
wall-size television screen In Ely-
slum.
"NEXT •SEAR," said Willie
Shakespeare, a former actor who
possessed one of the liveliest im-
aginations of his set, "we ought to
enter the Banner Day contest."
"I have my banner all ready,"
declared a bearded Russian named
Dostoevsky. "Their Crimes Are
My Punishment."
"How about," suggested Voltaire,
thinking of all the uncaught fly
balls that had caused them so much
agony in Heaven, "Let Us Cul-
tivate Our Outer Gardens."
"I prefer the one you mentioned
the other day," said Shakespeare
"the one that goes: 'I disagree with
the way you play, but I will defend
to the death your right to play
that way.1 "
"It's not quite certain I said that,"
demurred Voltaire,
"I am a Ron Swoboda fan," an-
nounced Coleridge belligerently,
"so don't knock the outfieldlng.
My Swoboda sign will read: "Twice
As Good As The Ancient Mariner -
He Stoppeth Two of Three,""
"STOP REPEATING that tired
gag, Sam," broke In Andrew Mar-
veil. "And stop harping on the
future. I'm impatient. I'd like to
see us win a few now. Or, to put
It another way:
"Had we but world enough and
time
"These last-place ending's were
no crime
"But from the Mets I always hear
"Some promise that we'll win next
year
"Tenth has become our private
place
"But I'd prefer a pennant race.*;—
"If you think you'll get all that
Into one sign", said Shakespeare,
who could never resist a pun,
"you really will be a Marvell,
Andy."
A KINDLY-LOOKING man with
unruly hair removed his plpefrom
under an equally undisciplined
mustache and spoke softly,
"If I may point out," said.Al-
bert Einstein, "it is all a matter
of relativity. The Mets are at
one extreme end of the league
standings - and relativity teaches
us that it is impossible to des-
cribe motion or position in abso-
lute terms. It Is all relative to
the observer. I would suggest, then,
that the young man with the ban-
ner reading 'Turn The League
Upside-Down' was on the right
track, from a mathematico-phy-
sical •"iew of the cosmos. A slm-
' pie shift in viewpoint can change
everything."
The literary men listened with
respect, but with obvious mental
discomfort, to the man of science.
"MY FAMOUS FORMULA," Ein-
stein continued modestly, "applies
even to the Mets. E stands for
errors, M stands for Mets, C
stands for customers. Substituting
in the equation, we get; errors
equal Mets multiplied by the square _
of the number of customers - which'
should not be confused with square
customers, which Met fans are
not."
"Bravo!" roared an energetic
Frenchman with a triangular
beard. "Science, geometry, phil-
osophy, metaphysics - they will
help overcome those errors of ~
omission that cost us ball games.
I think, therefore I exlstj they
exist - why can't they think?"
"That a little unkind seems,"
said Goethe, one of the most re-
spected members of the commun-
ity. "To me, their most Interest-'"
ing figure Casey Stengel remains.
Always by the Faust legend I
fascinated have been, and the way
(Continued on Page 8)
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Fraternities Pledge 166 after Shorter Rush
Sunday night, preceding the gala
festivities which swept Vernon
Street, the eleven fraternities on
campus picked up and pledged a
total of 16G new members,
Their names are given below
listed under the fraternities they
pledged. Most are first semester
sophomores; astericks (*) indicate
juniors. Numbers after each list
indicate the total number joining
each house.
ALPHA CHI RHO; Donald A.
Barlow, Barry L. Bedriek, Stuart
M. Bluestone, Michael J. Center,
Richard E. Coyle, Albert L. Bnt-
wlstle, Jr., Terry L. Jones, Ro-
The Interfraternity Council re-
a Cerebral Palsy Citation
for its "humanitarian service and
outstanding cooperation" during
the 1965 campaign.
FOREIGN SERVICE
The next written examination for
the Foreign Service will be held
Dec. 4, 1965. Applications mustbe
filed with the Board of Examiners
for the Foreign Service, Depart-
ment of State, Washington, before
Oct. 18.
STATE DEPARTMENT
Specialized options for State De-
partment applicants are Included
on the examination in (1) econom-
ics, (2) commerce, (3) administra-
tion and (4) history, government,
social sciences and public affairs,
to enable candidates to demon-
strate competence In their chosen
areas.
Eamus...
(Continued from Page 7)
Herr Stengel has his youth re-
tained makes me wonder if -
•well, if he some similar arrange-
ments with you-know-who had
made.
"NEVERTHELESS,. MY banner
will to Ms interim successor ded-
icated be; 'The Sorrows of Wes-
trum.' "
Shakespeare summed up: ""We
have the makings of some pret-
ty good banners. I know It's hard
to keep track of earth-time but
let's try to remember next year's
Banner Day. Perhaps this thought
will help: When winter comes,
Cannlzzaro be far behind? As for
myself, I'm not yet sure whether
I want them to improve or not,,,
to win or not:to win.,,you know,
this above all, to thine own self
be true..."
. "What gets me," said King Midas,
"is how they reversed my touch
by buying all those players. All
the gold they touch turns to Mets,"
TRIPOD APPOINTMENTS
The following changes in the ex-
ecutive board of the TRIPOD were
announced today by Malcolm N.
Carter, editor-in-chief;
Matthew I. Katz,who has served
as copy editor since December,
has been promoted to managing
editor; William Block, Jr. will
take over the duties of copy ed-
itor; Jonathan bo Cook will serve
as photography editor.
These changes will remain in
effect until the regular December
staff elections.
.Shout.
(Continued from Page 4)
your short stories and articles,
your essays.
The sophomores will have their
fill of yelling "Hey FroshP'; you
will be shown the insides of those
mysterious dens on Vernon Street.
At last, sooner than you know,
YOU will be the sophomores. And
then it will be your turn to haze
those pitiable sub-humans, those
detestable insects, those laughable
clowns, those idiots ~ the frosh.
Faculty...
(Continued from Page 1)
Frederic D. Ray, assistant pro-
fessor of physics, is "working for
his doctorate and has done re-
search for American Viscose Co.
and for Borroughs Corp,
Bernard J. Seubert, Instructor
In modern languages (French), re-
ceived his A.M. from Harvard
and has also received a Ful -
bright Grant,
Thorne Sherwood, Jr., Instructor
In modern languages (French), was
awarded a Fulbrlght Fellowship
and received his Master's De -
gree from Stanford,
Gerald L. Witt received his Ph.D.
from the University of California
at Berkeley and spent the past
year in research at the University
of Paris.
Anthony. Pratt is part-time lec-
turer in fine arts.
bert L. King, E. Scott Macomber,
James L. Monks, Douglas M. Mor-
rlll, Jr., Thomas I. Nary, Patrick
M. Redmond, Joseph B. Hiker, Jo-
seph N. Russo, Thomas S. Schott,
John R. Thlbodeau, John N. Van
Dam, William B, Walsh, Jr. (19).
ALPHA DELTA PHI: Anthony
Bryant, John E. Davison*, Dennis
H. Farber, Bruce H. Greene, Stan-
ley W. Hudson, Frederick P. Mc-
Clure, Richard G. Meloy, Roder-
ick 0. Middleton, Jr., John F.
Mitchell, Franklin H. Moore, Wil-
liam B. Paul, Lawrence H. Ro-
berts, Barry M. Sabloff, William
P. Schoo, John C. Stites, Jr.,
Peter T. Strohmeler*. (16)
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON:
Frederick H. Becker, Jr., Jay
Bernbaum*, Paul T. DuVivier, Ro-
bert H. Field," Randolph N. Hom-
er, Colin E. Kaufman, Peter A.
Lessem, Christopher McCrudden,
Nels L. Olson, Philip W. Pennlng-
ton, Richard D. Pullman, H. Burn-
ett Robinson, Robin B. Tassinari*.
(13)
DELTA PHI: Gerald T. Bixler,
Jeremy H. Brown, Kenneth R.
Button, John E. Covington, Wil-
liam C. Danks, Alvah J. Hinckley,
III, Peter J. Kaufman, Alan H.
Kramer, David G. LaurettI, George
McClelland, Robert Pine, Robert
S. Price, Thomas C Ripley, Rich-
ard S. W. Shepard, William P.
Shorten IH, David C. Soule, Ro-
bert A. Rundquist, Richard War-
ren, Ernest H. Williams, Jr., Da-
vid M. Wilson. (20)
DELTA PSI: Peter C. Alsop.
W. Gregory Coward, Jr., George
Crlle ffl, William C. Egan, Jr.,
Elric J. Endersby, Malcolm L.
Hayward, Jr., Bruce E. Johnson,
Peter C. Johnson, Robert T. Kauer,
Mark E. Loether, Jeffrey E. Lucas,
Stuart J. McCampbell, Charles A.
Maddock, Ames N. Nelson, John
N. Staples in, Sheldon Tilney.
(16)
PHI KAPPA PSI: William C.
Barton, David K, Bloomgarden,
John E. Curtis Jr.*, Richard H.
Fisher, George M.Feldman, Bruce
G. Loomis, William E. MacDonald
III, Charles W. Miller III, Peter
S, Neff, John W. RohMtch, James
L, Swanson, Richard A. Tuxbury,
Andrew B. Watson, Charles J,
Whipple III, James E. Wilson Jr.,
Theodore W. ZUImer. (16)
PI KAPPA ALPHA: A. James
Behrend, Paul F, Bellows, Ken-
neth F. Clarke, Christopher B.
Howard, Glenn Kexsteen, Mat-
thew M, Rubin, Santord M. Rosen-
berg, James W. Watson. (8)
PSI UPSILON: Michael P. Con-
fortl, John A. Disc, James H. Ed-
dy, Jr., Stephen K. Dome, Fred-
erick L. Kelly, Gerolf M.S. Mkl,
Paul E. Raether, Stephen S. Rauh,
Paul K, Sutherland. (9)
Q.E.D.: Matthew N. Apter,
Charles D, Bachraeh*, Donald L.
Basch, Timothy D. Bralnard, Wal-
ter A. Hesford, Richard L. Hol-
off, II, Michael L. Kramer, George
C. Monti, Michael J. Richmond,
Lawrence J, Sluteky, Kenneth C.
Washburne, Jr. (11)
SIGMA NU: George H, Barrows,
Michael J. Cancelliere, Russell H.
Coward, Jr., Robert Ebenstein,
Samuel H, Elkln, Fred B. Finley,
John D. Fox, Bruce Fraser, Wil-
liam L. Grant, Robert A, Gutz-
man, John Honlss (social brother),
Stephen .1. Kiilly, Anthony K. Kupka,
Georg# V, Minutaw, Jaraes 1C
Payne, Stephen Peters, James t,.
Stuhlman, (17)
T1IKTA XI: James I), Uartollnl,
David IS, Clianln, Michaul 11. Floyd,
George L, Poaciuo III, Daniel L.
Goldberg, Joseph P. Cohen, tttxl-
ney C, Cook, Lewis J, Goverman,
Alan Guiesinpr, PaulCHoUapi?,
Bennett C, Jaffoe, Stanley .1. K«r-<
loskl, Joseph I1). McKoi{;uu, Keith
M. Mllos, Klclmrd p. Morris,
Ralph C. user, Joseph M, I'orU,
Gerald C. Pryor, William P. Spjg-
ener, John I, 13. Vail, Mehard
Weingarten. (21)
According to the "Sophoruorad
Eligible for Rushing 1965* list,
245 sophomores were eligible to
join fraternities. Last year 184
sophomores Joined fraternities,
whereas this year 106 joined.
Police Would Spot Me...
(Continued from Page 6)
for me they'd call them stringing her along tor l««s thanrants
"P.
What for?
Breaking: probation.
If you were arrested right now,
what would you get?
One and a half to three years,
probably up at Westvlew.
Have you ever thought that If
when you got out of the House of
D that time, if there was like a
home where you could go and live
and socialize with other girls —
How old are you?
Twenty.
—With other girls who had just
come out of the House of D, and
were trying to keep clean, that
you would make It?
Yes. (Pronounced,)
Do you know there Is such a
place?
Yeah, what?
Village Haven? (Run by the Roman
Catholic Church, founded by The
Eev. Daniel Egan,)
Yeah, 1 heard of it.
Why didn't you go there?
I dldn'tknow about it yet when I
got out ... I better .... go see if I
can make some money,
Mary, If you ever kick it again
for any reason, call up the ViU
lage Haven.
Okay. (Hurrled)There are two
cops coming. I'd better go. "
Goodbye — good luck.
I watched her walk slowly on, mt
looking at anybody, relaxed from
the H, like in her own back yard
early morning — iwtched her
refuse two more, oa« boy yo«ap»r
than 16 years, oa& about thirty
who apparently was tosMiag m
twenty — than aha sUppxt arouwi
a corner, around th« glaiing win-
dow of a camora-radio-racordor
discount store
Next day I called Village Haven,
talked to the director, found tltat
they could do nothing for her until
she had kicked again, nothing to
reduce her prison sentence by as-
suming custody, nothing through
counseling while she served her
term if arrested, Nothing:,
Nothing for the addict, nothing
for the prostitute, nothing afc all
for the addict-prostitute but the
chill or mustiness with th© sub-
way fumes choking through the
sidewalk grates Us the 4j30 gray,
a tightness, a smooth oval of stink-
ing blacktop In the throat, % txenrv
she knows to cure only with dop*.
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